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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Labour market cracks starting to show. EUR on the back foot 

USD CPI to underscore slow progress for core, still scope for more USD gains 

JPY BoJ concerns to keep JPY on the back foot  

GBP GBP momentum to remain in place   

 
Overnight comment – Weak wages hit JPY 

Most Asian stocks pushed lower ahead of the key US price data later in the week. 
Japan was the main exception. AUD outperformed despite the CPI print coming in a 
fraction weaker than expected. UST yields were little changed in the Asian session 
with a mild bear steepening bias.  
 
Japan’s wages slowed sharply from 1.5%YoY to 0.2%YoY in November, although 
there remain issues with the wage data over sampling. The dip was driven by weak 
bonus payments, which were down 13.2%YoY. Nonetheless, the markets took the 
data at face value, which implies less urgency for the BoJ to hike. The yen softened, 
while the Topix closed at a 34-year high and JGBs rallied. JGBs gave back much of 
the earlier gains after a weak 10yr auction. The tail lengthened to 0.12, the longest 
since 2020. USD/JPY pushed steadily higher through the session to sit around 
144.95 as Europe opens.    
 
Yesterday the ECB’s Villeroy and Centeno spoke with their comments reflecting their 
positions as centrist and leading dove, respectively. Villeroy note the ECB should 
neither rush nor be too obstinate on rates, while Centano said the ECB didn’t have 
to wait till May to make decisions. EUR/USD sits around 1.0935 as Europe opens. 
It was a quiet start in the UK. GBP/USD is trading around 1.2700.     
 
Yesterday we published our monthly forecast update. In the wake of the huge rally 
in interest rates in the last 2 months we see policy expectations are overly stretched 
and expect some reversal in the near term. Higher UST yields should drag the DXY 
index higher in the short run. Nonetheless, with yields likely to resume the downtrend 
later in the year, we would expect the DXY weakness seen in Q4 to eventually re-
exert itself. That said, we do not see large moves in policy rates from the major 
central banks and consequently do not expect major volatility in fx markets.     
                 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

No major data due  

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. There are no major data today. For the ECB, Guindos and Schnabel speak. 
As the ECB’s most authoritative hawk, Schnabel’s comments are always of interest. 
Most of the hawks seem to have come round to the idea that rates may not need to 
go higher but still feel that talk of cuts is premature. BoE Governor Bailey will testify 
on December’s Financial Stability Report.   
 
US. The highlight in the US will be the Fed’s Williams speaking in the 2024 economic 
outlook around 20.00 UK time.                 

Market summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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